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PRODUCTS

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS BY DISCIPLINE

Ansys offers a comprehensive software suite that spans the entire range of physics, 
providing access to virtually any field of engineering simulation that a design 
process requires. Organizations around the world trust Ansys to deliver the best 
value for their engineering simulation software investment.

Simulation-driven product development takes engineering simulation to another level. The unequalled 
depth and breadth of our software coupled with its unmatched engineered scalability, comprehensive 
multiphysics foundation and adaptive architecture set our technology apart from other CAE tools. These 
Ansys advantages add value to the engineering design process by delivering efficiency, driving innovation 
and reducing physical constraints, enabling simulated tests that might not be possible otherwise.

3D Design Product Collection

Discovery
Combines instant physics simulation, proven Ansys 
high-fidelity simulation, and interactive geometry 
modeling in a single user experience. The extreme 
ease of use and automation in Discovery makes 
“shifting simulation to the left” a reality.

SpaceClaim
Accelerates geometry preparation for simulation. 
Whether de-featuring CAD models, extracting 
fluid domains or simplifying a model to beam and 
shell elements, SpaceClaim removes geometry 
bottlenecks, freeing analysts to focus on their 
simulations.

Acoustics Simulation Product Collection

VRXPERIENCE Sound
Enables you to listen to, analyze and design sound sources based on real recordings or acoustic simulation 
results.
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Autonomous Product Collection

AVxcelerate Sensors
Integrates the simulation of ground-truth sensors 
of camera and lidar sensor types to virtually assess 
complex ADAS systems and autonomous vehicles.

AVxcelerate Headlamp
Offers a fully virtual driving lab for testing and 
validating intelligent lighting systems in a controlled 
environment, all while remaining connected with 
control law models.

Digital Twin Product Collection

Twin Builder
Enables you to quickly build, validate and deploy a digital twin — a connected replica of an in-service asset. 
This allows for enhanced lifecycle management and true predictive maintenance, saving costs to help 
maintain a competitive advantage.

Electronics Product Collection

HFSS
Simulates 3D 
electromagnetic 
fields to design 
high-frequency, 
high-speed 
electronic 
components. Its 
FEM, IE, asymptotic 
and hybrid solvers 
address RF, 
microwave, IC, PCB 
and EMI problems.
 

Maxwell
Solves static, 
frequency-domain 
and time-varying 
electric fields. 
Maxwell is an EM 
field low-frequency 
solver for electric 
machines, 
transformers, 
actuators 
and other 
electromechanical 
devices. 

SIwave
Solves power 
delivery systems 
and high-speed 
channels in 
electronic devices. 
A specialized tool 
for power integrity, 
signal integrity 
and EMI analysis 
of IC packages and 
PCBs. 

Icepak
Predicts airflow, 
temperature and 
heat transfer 
in IC packages, 
PCBs, electronic 
assemblies/
enclosures, power 
electronics. Icepak 
is a CFD solver for 
electronics thermal 
management.
 

Motor-CAD
Enables design 
engineers to 
evaluate motor 
topologies across 
the full torque-
speed operating 
range to optimize 
their performance, 
efficiency, and 
size. Motor-CAD is 
a template-based 
design tool for 
fast multiphysics 
analysis of electric 
motors.

EMA3D Cable
Delivers a design-to-
validation workflow 
including (EMI)/ 
(EMC) certification 
support. EMA3D 
Cable is a platform-
level electromagnetic 
cable modeling and 
simulation tool. 

Q3D Extractor
Calculates the parasitic 
parameter of frequency-
dependent resistance, 
inductance, capacitance, 
and conductance (RLCG) 
for electronic products. 
Simulate and design 
electronic packaging 
and power electronic 
devices. 

EMA3D Charge
Focuses on charging 
and discharging 
phenomena. It simulates 
electric arcing in air, 
surface and internal 
charging, particle 
transport and dielectric 
breakdown  helping the 
user assess and manage 
risks associated with 
excessive charge build 
up in the system. 

Nuhertz FilterSolutions
Provides automated 
design, synthesis and 
optimization of RF, 
microwave and digital 
filters in an efficient 
and straightforward 
process. FilterSolutions 
automatically sets 
up filter analysis 
and optimization 
in the Ansys HFSS 
electromagnetic 
simulator.
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Embedded Software Product Collection

SCADE Suite
Provides a model-based 
development environment for 
design and verification of critical 
embedded software, as well as 
safety-certified code generation.

SCADE Display
Facilitates embedded graphics, 
display and HMI development, 
along with safety-certified code 
generation. 

SCADE Vision
Automates the identification 
of potential vulnerabilities in 
autonomous vehicle perception 
systems.

SCADE Architect
Provides system and software 
architecture modeling capabilities 
with full support for industrial 
systems engineering processes.

SCADE Test
Provides everything you need 
to test, verify and validate your 
applications and achieve reliable 
embedded software.

SCADE Lifecycle
Offers systems and software 
lifecycle management and 
bridges other SCADE solutions 
with requirement management 
tools.

Fluids Product Collection

Fluent
Optimizes product 
performance via the 
world’s most powerful, 
widely known, general-
purpose computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) 
tool. Known for advanced 
physics modeling 
capabilities and industry-
leading accuracy.

CFX
Speeds simulation time 
through highly scalable 
high-performance 
computing. Industry-
leading CFD software 
for turbomachinery, 
known for being the gold 
standard in accuracy 
with extensive industry 
validation. 

Chemkin-Pro
Offers accurate and 
efficient specialty 
chemistry simulation 
software for modeling 
complex chemical 
reactions. Known for 
its speed, accuracy and 
extensive validation.

Forte
Models internal 
combustion engines 
and rotating machinery 
quickly and efficiently. 
A specialty simulation 
tool with state-of-the-art 
chemistry and meshing.

Polyflow
Reduces the cost of 
polymer, glass, metals, 
and cement processing. 
A specialty CFD tool for 
modeling rheological 
material for extrusion, 
thermoforming, blow 
molding, and glass 
forming.

FENSAP-ICE
Simulates and analyzes 
in-flight icing and 
ice accretion for a 
variety of aeronautical 
applications. Models ice 
accretion, ice cracking, 
ice protection systems, 
and aerodynamic 
performance.

Ansys Ensight
Analyzes, visualizes and 
communicates your 
simulation data. Ansys 
Ensight is a general-
purpose post processing 
software that can handle 
large simulation datasets 
from all physics and 
engineering disciplines. 

Rocky
Simulates the motion 
of granular and 
discontinuous material 
via industry-leading 
discrete element method 
(DEM) software.

Materials Product Collection

Material Data for 
Simulation (MDS)
Supports simulation 
analysts with a focused 
materials dataset. It is 
embedded directly into 
Ansys flagship products: 
Mechanical, Electronics, 
Fluent and Discovery.

Granta Selector
Helps find the optimal 
materials for your 
applications. An 
intelligent materials 
selector that combines 
powerful software tools 
and extensive property 
data.

Granta MI
Offers enterprise-wide 
materials information 
management to 
store, control, and 
analyze. Also available, 
MI Pro, a fast-start 
materials information 
management solution for 
design and simulation.

Granta EduPack
Enhance courses 
through a unique set of 
instructing resources. 
Helps academics 
teaching courses related 
to materials across 
engineering, design, 
science and sustainable 
development.
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Mission Engineering Product Collection

Systems Tool Kit (STK)
Analyzes and visualizes 
complex systems in 
the context of your 
mission. Simulates your 
intended missions and 
communicates the 
results with reports, 
graphs and stunning 3D 
animations.

Orbit Detemination 
Took (ODTK)
Processes a wide 
variety of traditional 
and non-traditional 
measurements using a 
state-of-the-art optimal 
sequential filter and 
matched smoother to 
generate orbits with 
realistic covariance. 

Test and Evaluation 
Took Kit (TETK)
Improves the efficiency 
and effectiveness of test 
and evaluation activities 
across the digital 
engineering product 
life cycle. Rapidly assess 
system performance 
against mission 
objectives in every phase 
of your program.

Moxie
Integrates your 
MBSE artifacts with 
environment analysis 
tools to create time-
synchronized, event-
based, executable 
architectures.

Optics and VR Product Collection

Speos
Predicts the illumination 
and optical performance 
of systems to save on 
prototyping time and 
costs while improving 
your product’s efficiency.

VRXPERIENCE HMI
Tests and validates full 
cockpit HMI design — 
including virtual displays 
and actuators — through 
visual simulation, eye 
and finger tracking and 
haptic feedback. 

VRXPERIENCE Light 
Simulation
Connects Ansys’ 
physics-based lighting 
simulation software with 
Autodesk’s automotive 
3D visualization and 
virtual prototyping 
software into a single, 
connected workflow for 
engineering-grade light 
simulation.

VRXPERIENCE 
Perceived Quality
Offers a physics-based, 
real-time solution for 
design evaluation 
involving lighting, colors 
and materials variations.

Platform Product Collection

Ansys Cloud
Provides access to on-demand, 
cloud-based computing 
resources, including both 
interactive workstations and 
HPC clusters. Delivers faster, 
high-fidelity results with greater 
performance insight.

Ansys optiSLang
Allows vendor-neutral process 
integration for evaluation 
of optimal product design 
alternatives for cost and 
performance benefits. An 
enterprise-level process 
integration and design 
optimization solution.

Ansys Minerva
Enhances engineering 
productivity with a vendor-
neutral,  intuitive and easy-to-
use,  user interface catering to all 
simulation workflows. Enterprise-
level simulation process and data 
management solution.
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Photonics Product Collection

Lumerical FDTD
Provides the gold-standard for 
modeling nanophotonic devices, 
processes and materials
(FDTD and STACK solvers).

Lumerical FDTD Accelerator
Acts as a high-performing FDTD 
solver working seamlessly with 
high-performance computing 
(HPC).

Lumerical MODE
Offers everything you need to get 
the most out of your waveguide 
and coupler designs
(FDE, EME, and varFDTD solvers).

Lumerical Multiphysics
Supplies multiphysics-style 
simulation capabilities and 
workflows to model optical, 
electrical and thermal effects at 
the physical level
(CHARGE, DGTD, FEEM, HEAT, and 
MQW solvers).

Lumerical INTERCONNECT
Simulates photonic integrated 
circuits, verifying multimode, 
bidirectional, and multi-channel 
PICs.

Lumerical CML Compiler
Automates the creation, 
maintenance and QA testing of 
INTERCONNECT and Verilog-A 
photonic compact model libraries 
(CMLs).

Safety Analysis Product Collection

Digital Safety Manager
Enables a 
comprehensive view 
on safety by acting as a 
central hub for gathering 
data, managing 
resources, planning 
and automating many 
process steps.

medini analyze
Implements key safety 
analysis methods in 
one integrated tool. It 
supports the efficient 
and consistent execution 
of the analysis activities 
that are required by 
safety standards.

medini analyze for 
Cybersecurity
Carries out a system-
oriented cybersecurity 
analysis strategy 
to quickly identify 
vulnerabilities and 
design weaknesses 
and address them to 
mitigate any real-world 
threats.

medini analyze for 
Semiconductors
Supports key safety 
analysis methods 
at various levels of a 
chip, ranging from IP 
design of integrated 
components up to SoCs 
and electronic boards.

Structures Product Collection

Mechanical
Provides in-depth 
analysis of structural and 
coupled-field behaviors 
for broad structural 
analysis needs through 
a suite of finite element 
analysis (FEA) solutions.

LS-DYNA
Integrates into Ansys 
Mechanical for 
powerfully explicit 
simulation. A large 
array of capabilities and 
material models enable 
complex models with 
great scalability.

Motion
Analyzes rigid and 
flexible bodies, capable 
of accurate evaluation of 
physical events through 
the analysis of a whole 
system via a multibody 
dynamics solver.

Sherlock
Provides fast and 
accurate life predictions 
for electronic hardware 
at the component, 
board, and system levels 
in early design stages. 

Additive Solutions
Minimizes AM process risk to 
ensure high quality, certifiable 
metal parts. A comprehensive and 
scalable software solution that 
includes Prep, Print and Science.

nCode DesignLife
Uses finite element analysis (FEA) 
from Ansys Mechanical and Ansys 
LS-DYNA for fatigue prediction 
simulation to determine a 
product’s predicted life through 
accumulated damage from 
repetitive loading.

Autodyn
Calculates the response of 
materials to short duration, 
severe loading from impact or 
explosions.
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Semiconductor Product Collection

Redhawk-SC
Supplies the gold standard for 
semiconductor power integrity 
and reliability signoff. It accurately 
predicts power noise and 
reliability using voltage drop 
simulation analysis for the entire 
power delivery network, from chip 
to package to board.

Redhawk-SC Electrothermal
Provides an add-on to RedHawk-
SC that will analyze the electrical, 
thermal, and mechanical behavior 
of multi-die 2.5D and 3D IC 
packages. It also integrates with 
system/board level tools from 
Ansys like Icepak and SIwave.

Totem
Delivers a transistor-level power 
noise integrity and reliability 
simulation platform for analog, 
mixed-signal and custom digital 
designs.

PowerArtist
Analyzes, debugs, and reduces 
power early in the register-
transfer-level (RTL) stage for 
maximizing power savings. 
PowerArtist is the industry-
leading comprehensive RTL 
design-for-power platform.

Pathfinder
Identifies and isolates the root 
causes of electrostatic discharge 
(ESD) design issues that can 
cause chip failure. PathFinder is 
a tool for planning, verifying and 
signing-off IP and full-chip SoC 
designs for ESD integrity and 
robustness.

Path FX & Clock FX
Complements existing timing 
sign-off and physical design 
flows. It has the performance to 
evaluate all critical timing paths 
and clock trees in an SoC for 
delay, variance, and jitter for even 
the largest designs and with a 
single library description.

Helic Products

RaptorH
Creates electromagnetic 
models for on-silicon 
circuits in the design 
phase. RaptorH 
combines Ansys HFSS 
with Ansys RaptorX 
engines to offer ultra-
high capacity, highly 
accurate results and 
blazing fast modeling 
times.

Pharos
Identifies 
electromagnetic 
(EM) crosstalk victim/
aggressor net pairs in 
a silicon design. Pharos 
is an electromagnetic 
crosstalk identification 
software that enables 
IC designers to quickly 
and accurately uncover 
nets that are susceptible 
to EM crosstalk in their 
design.

Exalto
Enables IC design 
engineers to accurately 
predict electromagnetic 
coupling effects during 
the signoff phase. Exalto 
is a powerful post-
LVS RLCk extraction 
software.

VelocRF
Synthesizes and models 
on-silicon inductor 
coils, transformers, 
and transmission lines. 
VeloceRF supports 
advanced process 
nodes down to 3nm and 
integrates with leading 
EDA platforms.


